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Figure 1: Overview ofOralViewer. The system takes a patient’s 2D X-ray as input (a), and reconstructs the 3D teeth structure (b)
with a novel deep learning model. The system then generates the complete oral cavity model (c) by registering the pre-defined
models of jaw bone and gum to the dental arch curve. Finally, a dentist can demonstrate the forthcoming surgeries to a patient
by animating the steps with our virtual dental instruments (d).

ABSTRACT
Patient’s understanding on forthcoming dental surgeries is required
by patient-centered care and helps reduce anxiety. Due to the
complexity of dental surgeries and the patient-dentist expertise
gap, conventional techniques of patient education are usually not
effective for explaining surgical steps. In this paper, we present
OralViewer—the first interactive application that enables dentist’s 
demonstration of dental surgeries in 3D to promote patients’ un-
derstanding. OralViewer takes a single 2D panoramic dental X-ray
to reconstruct patient-specific 3D teeth structures, which are then
assembled with registered gum and jaw bone models for complete
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oral cavity modeling. During the demonstration, OralViewer en-
ables dentists to show surgery steps with virtual dental instruments
that can animate effects on a 3D model in real-time. A technical
evaluation shows that our deep learning model achieves a mean
Intersection over Union (IoU) of 0.771 for 3D teeth reconstruction.
A patient study with 12 participants shows OralViewer can improve
patients’ understanding of surgeries. A preliminary expert study
with 3 board-certified dentists further verifies the clinical validity
of our system.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI).
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deep learning, 3D visualization, patient education
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1 INTRODUCTION
Patient-dentist communication is a core requirement of patient-
centered care [5]. According to [31, 40, 44, 48], patients who under-
stand their dentists are more likely to follow medication schedules,
feel satisfied about treatments and have better oral health outcomes.
Moreover, many patients about to undergo dental surgeries can
experience anxiety — up to every fourth adult reported dental fear
[3, 36]. To manage the dental fear, one solution is to unveil the
surgical steps to decrease patients’ fear of the unknown [4, 8, 21].
Previous studies have observed shorter duration of surgery [15],
lower level of post-operative pain [22], and smoother recovery [23]
with a reduced dental fear.

Dental surgeries can be complex and challenging to explain [18].
Currently, dentists mostly perform pre-operative patient education
via verbal explanation, possibly with the aid of hand-drawn dia-
grams [10], audiovisual slides [12] and video clips [23]. Meanwhile,
the recent advent of 3D demonstration, which illustrates complex
procedures with dynamic visuals in 3D, has shown an increasing
potential in patient education since it is more intuitive and com-
plete than verbal description and static images. Indeed, existing
studies have explored the 3D demonstration for cardiac surgeries
[11, 29], condylar reconstruction [54] and pancreatectomy [16]
to assist the pre-operative communications. However, to the best
of our knowledge, 3D demonstration for dental clinics has been
unexplored.

To fill this gap, we present OralViewer, a web-based system to
enable dentists to virtually demonstrate dental surgeries on 3D
oral cavity models for patient education. To inform the design of
OralViewer, we interviewed three dentists and elicited key system
requirements from a clinical point of view: (i) providing a patient-
specific 3D teeth model, (ii) modeling the complete oral cavity
of teeth, gums and jaw bones, , and (iii) demonstrating surgery
steps using simple operations. In terms of 3D oral cavity modeling,
OralViewer goes beyond existing work [7, 28, 49] that extracts a
patient’s anatomy models from high-cost 3D scanning, e.g., comput-
erized tomography (CT) scans. Instead, we enable the generation of
3D models from a single 2D panoramic X-ray image with a novel
deep learning model. This approach lowers the barrier of obtain-
ing a 3D model as the 2D panoramic X-ray is the most common
modality in dentistry and the only required imaging for many den-
tal surgeries [24]. In terms of surgery demonstration, OralViewer
implements virtual dental instruments that are simple to operate
with a mouse and illustrative with real-time effects on oral cavity
models for patients to understand. Figure 1 shows the workflow:
the system first takes a patient’s panoramic X-ray to generate the
3D teeth structure (a→b); then pre-defined gum and jaw bone mod-
els are registered to the dental arch, and assembled with the teeth
structure for the complete oral cavity model (c); finally, a dentist

operates virtual dental instruments on the reconstructed oral cavity
to demonstrate a forthcoming surgery to a patient (d).

We validate OralViewer for the demonstration of two common
dental surgeries: crown lengthening and apicoectomy. Note that
the design and implementation of OralViewer (e.g., the 3D recon-
struction process and virtual operation techniques) are expected
to generalize to other dental surgeries as well. These two surg-
eries were selected because each of them requires multiple steps
and various commonly-used dental instruments, thus are ideal for
testing the capability of OralViewer. We conducted three evalua-
tions: (i) A technical evaluation of 3D teeth reconstruction from
2D panoramic X-ray shows our model achieves an average IoU of
0.771±0.062. (ii) A study with 12 patient indicates that our system
leads to patients’ improved understanding of dental surgeries. (iii)
A preliminary expert study with 3 board-certificated dentists sug-
gests that the demonstration using our system is clinically valid,
can improve the efficiency of patient education, yet there remain
areas for improvement in the operation of virtual tools.

Contributions of this paper include:
• OralViewer — the first solution that enables 3D demonstra-
tion of dental surgeries for patient education;

• 3D modeling — the first 3D reconstruction technique of oral
cavity from a single 2D panoramic X-ray;

• Evaluation — a patient study and an expert study validate
the feasibility and usability of educating patients with 3D
simulative demonstration.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we briefly introduce the common steps in typical
apicoectomy and crown lengthening surgeries. Descriptions with
figures are included in Appendix, while [18] gives more detailed
information.

Apicoectomy is the removal of the root tip and surrounding
tissues of a tooth with periapical inflammation. A dentist first per-
forms a periodontal flap — incises and flaps the gum tissue for
unveiling the underlying bone structure with scalpels. Next, the
apex is exposed by creating an peripheral opening on the buccal
(jaw) bone with a round bur and a steady stream of saline solution.
After that, the inflamed root tip can be resected with a handpiece,
followed by filling material into the tooth cavity created to seal it.
Then, bone grafting materials can be injected into the jaw bone
hole for rehabilitation, and finally the periodontal flap being repo-
sitioned and sutured.

Crown Lengthening can be applied for restoring cavities and
tooth fractures that happen below the gum tissue. To start, a dentist
incises and flaps the gum tissue to unveil the target structure. Next,
the jaw bone’s height at a surrounding area is often reduced with a
bur, in order to support the repositioned gum in a lower position
below the cavity/fracture. Then, the cavity is removed (or fracture
shaped) with a handpiece, and restored with grafting materials. For
better protecting the tooth, the restored crown is sometimes further
shaped (with handpieces), and cemented with an artifact crown.

3 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we first review existing work on 3D surgical vi-
sualization and simulation. Then, we summarize the 3D-based
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Computer-Aided Design (CAD) technologies for dentistry. We also
include a review on the deep learning algorithms for 3D reconstruc-
tion from a single 2D view.

3.1 Surgical Visualization and Simulation
Conventional techniques of delivering education to patients
through verbal instructions may not be effective to explain surgical
procedures due to the educational barriers between the patients
and the clinicians. Researches have shown 3D anatomy visualiza-
tion can improve the patients’ understanding of surgeries, where
example systems include those for abdominal [28], cardiac system
[35, 51], and more [49]. Moreover, with the advent of computer
graphics, interactive manipulation of virtual 3D models has shown
to help patients acquire a more satisfactory level of knowledge
[16, 17, 37]. Recently, studies [41, 42] have also incorporated virtual
reality (VR) to enable more intuitive anatomy viewing.

In comparison, OralViewer is different from all the aforemen-
tioned work from two aspects. First, all the 3D anatomy models
used are either captured from 3D scanning, e.g., CT, or utilizing a
one-size-fits-all standard model. However, considering the limited
availability of 3D imaging for dental surgeries, OralViewer gen-
erates the detailed oral cavity model from a single 2D panoramic
X-ray with a novel 3D reconstruction algorithm. Second, no exist-
ing study enables the 3D demonstration of dental surgeries, which
we explore in the design and implementation of OralViewer.

3.2 Computer-Aided Design (CAD) for
Dentistry

CAD tools have been widely applied in dentistry to improve the
design of dental restorations, e.g. crowns, dental implants and or-
thodontic appliances [14, 39]. Specifically, models of patients’ oral
cavity are created from digital 3D scanning, based on which den-
tists produce a virtual design of restorations for manufacturing [34].
However, all the CAD tools are aimed to guide a clinician through
restoration designing [45, 46], rather than patient education, which
is the focus of OralViewer. Thus, oral cavity visualization and surgi-
cal step simulation have not been considered in existing CAD tools
when it comes to patient education. Moreover, 3D imaging of pa-
tient’s oral cavity, e.g., CT and intra-oral scanning [14, 38], is almost
always required by the existing CAD tools. In contrast, OralViewer
reconstructs the patient’s 3D oral cavity from the 2D panoramic
X-ray, which is one of the most common imaging modalities in
dentistry [50], in order to enable the application of the system for
a wide range of dental surgeries.

3.3 Single-View 3D Reconstruction
Single-view 3D reconstruction aims at generating the 3D model of
an object based on a single 2D projection of it. Currently, deep Con-
volutional Neural Networks (ConvNets) have achieved the highest
accuracy in various benchmarks by using both low-level image
cues, e.g., texture, and high-level semantic information [47, 53]. Our
work targets at generating the voxel-based representation of teeth
volumes, which estimates a voxel occupancy grid for indicating
if voxels are within the space of an object. The representation se-
lection mainly considers the need for smooth and closed-surface
models, even with the presence of complex typologies on occluded

surfaces. A few existing work [1, 2] explored single tooth recon-
struction from radiology; [27] initialized the teeth reconstruction
with synthesized images; and [43] developed the back-projection of
Cone Beam CT from X-ray. However, all those works cannot serve
our purpose of patient-specific comprehensive dental structure
modeling from clinical 2D panoramic X-rays.

4 FORMATIVE STUDY
To understand the system requirements of OralViewer from a clin-
ical point of view, we conducted interviews with three dentists
(two female and one male). We started by asking for the method
he/she applies to perform patient education. We then described
the motivation and goal of OralViewer, emphasizing on using a 3D
model to visualize and simulate surgical steps to laymen patients.
We gathered and built on dentists’ feedback to formulate the below
system requirements that ensure clinically-valid demonstration and
user-friendliness.

R1. Providing patient-specific teeth model. Digital models
are more favorable than physical models (e.g. gypsummodels), since
physical ones are fix and cannot reflect the effect of a surgical steps.
Comparing between general digital models and patient-specific
digital models, patient-specific ones are preferred by dentists to
explain why a certain surgical step is carried out or in a specific
way. Specifically, the decision of surgical steps, e.g. how a fractured
tooth is extracted or repaired, often depend on individual’s teeth
condition. Thus, patient-specific teeth model should be provided to
make demonstrations contextualized without misleading patients
by inconsistent conditions. Moreover, compared to panoramic oral
X-ray, 3D screening of oral cavity is not a standard practice for the
clinical diagnosis of many common surgeries, e.g. apicoectomy, root
canal treatment, and crown lengthening, for its higher radiation
and cost. As such, it is preferred to generate a patient’s 3D teeth
model from his/her 2D X-ray image to enable the widely available
application of the system.

R2.Modeling complete oral cavity. Both the target oral struc-
ture of a surgery and its nearby anatomies need to be incorporated
into a surgical demonstration. For example, when dentist removes
a root tip in apicoectomy, procedures on other structures should
be simulated as well, e.g. some gum tissue will be lifted from an
area near the root tip and some surrounding bone will be removed.
Thus, to help patients understand what to expect in a surgery, com-
plete oral cavity including teeth, gum, and jaw bones should be
modeled.

R3. Demonstration in simple operations. Dentists consider
it important to show for each surgery step: (i) how the step is
performed — illustrating the applied instruments, and (ii) what hap-
pens in the step — animating the dental structure changes upon the
application of instruments. Moreover, the demonstration should be
carried out by dentists using simple interaction techniques, which
is more important than having to achieve realistic effects with a
high fidelity. For example, to demonstrate shaping a tooth with a
dental handpiece, dentists prefer a simple operation, e.g., pressing
and dragging the cursor on desired places of a tooth with cus-
tomizable effect to simulatively perform a grinding as in an actual
surgery.
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5 ORALVIEWER DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION

Guided by the aforementioned requirements, we designed and im-
plemented OralViewer for 3D demonstration of dental surgery to
patients. The OralViewer consists of two cascaded parts: (i) a 3D
reconstruction pipeline for generating a patient’s oral cavity from
a single 2D panoramic X-ray, and (ii) a demonstration tool for
dentist’s animating steps on the 3D model with virtual dental in-
struments.

5.1 3D Reconstruction of Oral Cavity
OralViewer reconstructs a complete oral cavity model consisting
of teeth, gum and jaw bones, all of which are vital for the demon-
stration of surgical procedures (R2). Importantly, to reflect the
patient-specific dental condition, we estimate the patient’s 3D teeth
structures from a single 2D panoramic X-ray with an end-to-end
trainable deep ConvNet model (R1). Since the 3D structures of soft
tissues, i.e., gum, and jaw bones cannot be well reflected from X-ray
[19], their 3D templates are pre-defined and can be registered to
tailor for specific patients’ oral anatomy.

Model Architecture. Our task of teeth reconstruction has two
unique challenges from the existing voxel-based work. (i) The re-
construction contains multiple objects (teeth) rather than a sin-
gle object as in [13, 47, 53]. (ii) The input image of X-ray has a
higher resolution than existing work (e.g., 128×128 [13]), which
calls for higher computational and memory efficiency of model. To
tackle both challenges, we decompose the task into two sub-tasks
of teeth localization and patch-wise single tooth reconstruction.
Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of our model. The input
2D panoramic X-ray X ∈ RH×W (Figure 2(a)), where H andW are
image height and width, is fed to a feature extraction subnet (Figure
2(a)) of a 2D encoder-decoder structure for capturing a deep feature
map of the same resolution as the input X-ray. Given the feature
map, a segmentation subnet (Figure 2(b)) formulates an anatom-
ical segmentation task [25, 26] to map it into a categorical mask
Yseg ∈ ZH×W ×K , where K = 32 denotes the maximum number of
tooth category. Figure 4a demonstrates the tooth numbering rule
we used by following the World Dental Federation Notion [20].
Moreover, the tooth localization of bounding boxes is further de-
rived from the segmentation map by keeping the largest island per
tooth, as shown in Figure 2(3). According to the tooth localization, a
tooth reconstruction subnet (Figure 2(c)) performs patch-sampling
for all teeth from the aforementioned deep feature map (Figure 2(2)),
and back projects them into 3D tooth shapes represented in 3D
occupancy map (Figure 2(4)), using a 2D-encoder-3D-decoder struc-
ture similar to [13]. Note that the deep feature map (Figure 2(2)) is
shared for both segmentation and tooth reconstruction sub-tasks in
order to increase the compactness and generalization of the model.
By assembling the predicted tooth volumes (Figure 2(4)) according
to their estimated localization from X-ray segmentation (Figure
2(3)), we can achieve a flatten 3D reconstruction of teeth, which
is then bent to an estimated dental arch curve (Figure 2(5)) for the
final 3D reconstruction as shown in Figure 2(6)). The parameters
in all the subnets of the model (Figure 2(a,b,c)) can be optimized in

an end-to-end fashion for the optimal performance. More details
about the model can be found in the Appendix.

Unsupervised Dental Arch Curve Estimation. The dental
arch curve needs to be estimated since such information is lost
during the rotational screening process of a panoramic X-ray imag-
ing system [19]. Multiple methods can be applied for the estimation,
e.g., using average shape from general population [32], and β−curve
fitting with measured width and depth of oral cavity [9]. In this
work, we propose a semi-automatic pipeline to accurately extract
dental arch curve from occlusal surface photos without supervi-
sion, as shown in Figure 3. First, macro shots of upper and lower
occlusal surfaces are taken from a patient (Figure 3(a)), and are
roughly labeled for teeth regions with simple sketching (Figure 3(b).
The dental arch area can then be obtained with the active contour
algorithm [52] applied on the sketches as priors (Figure 3(c)), and
further skeletonlized for an initial dental arch curve (Figure 3(d)).
The final smooth dental arch curve is achieved by fitting a cubic
curve to the uniformly sampled data points from the initial curve
(Figure 3(e)).

Complete Oral Cavity Model. To achieve a complete oral cav-
ity model, OralViewer is embedded with a set of pre-built template
models for gums and jaw bones. As shown in Figure 4b, to build the
templates, a Cone Beam CT from an adult male was collected 4b(a),
and pre-processed with intensity thresholding [33] for extracting
the skull structure 4b(b). Then, the upper jaw (Figure 4b(c1)) and
lower jaw (Figure 4b(d1)) bone models were constructed by remov-
ing tooth structures, hole filling, and smoothing, while the upper
gum (Figure 4b(e1)) and low gum (Figure 4b(f1)) models were con-
structed as the smooth volumes embodying the corresponding jaw
bones. For the reconstruction for each patient in the deployment
stage, the pre-built gum and jaw bone models are first registered
and aligned to the estimated dental arch curves (Figure 4b(g)). Then
the deformed gum and jaw bones model (Figure 4b(c2,d2,e2,f2)) are
assembled with the 3D reconstructed teeth for the complete oral
cavity model as the example shown in Figure 4b(i). We expect the
averaging models of gum and jaw bone from CT scans of multiple
individuals can further improve the reconstruction quality, while
the current templates have been shown valid for the patient educa-
tion purpose according to dentists as detailed in the Expert Study
section.

Training Dataset. OralViewer utilizes a deep ConvNet for es-
timating patient-specific 3D teeth structure from a 2D panoramic
X-ray. Intuitively, the model can be trained with the supervision of
patients’ paired data of 3D teeth structures obtained from the teeth
labeling of CT and panoramic X-ray. However, tooth structures
from X-ray and CT are misaligned due to different postures during
screening, e.g. head directions and occlusion condition. As such,
we propose to collect CT scans, and synthesize their correspond-
ing panoramic X-rays as the model input. The synthesis is valid
since the CT scans contain full 3D information of oral cavity, while
panoramic radiographs are the 2D projections of them. Several
previous work has demonstrated promising results for high quality
X-ray synthesis from CT, and we employed the method from Yun
et al. [30] in this work. In total, our in-house dataset contains 23
pairs of 3D CT scans and synthesized panoramic X-rays. Moreover,
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tion in the deployment stage for a complete oral cavity model.

another 39 real panoramic X-ray scans have also been included
for augmenting the training process of the segmentation subnet of
the model. All CBCT scans and panoramic X-rays have been first
labeled with pixel-wise tooth masks by 3 research team members,
and then reviewed by 2 board-certificated dentists. We randomly
split the paired data into 21 scans for training, and 2 scans as the
validation set for determining the early stopping of the training
process.

Training Strategy. We employed a two-stage training para-
digm. In the first stage, we train the deep feature extraction subnet
and segmentation subnet (Figure 2(a,b)) for tooth localization. For
the segmentation loss Lseg, we define it to be the average of dice
loss across all tooth categories. In the second stage, we train the
whole model including tooth reconstruction subnet (Figure 2(c))
for the optimal performance of both tooth localization and recon-
struction, with the loss defined as the sum of the aforementioned
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segmentation loss Lseg and a reconstruction loss Lrecon. The Lrecon
was set as the 3D dice loss between the ground-truth volume and
the predicted volume. More details about model training can be
found in Appendix.

5.2 Demonstrating Surgery with Virtual Dental
Instruments

OralViewer provides a web-based tool for dentists to demonstrate
surgery steps on a patient’s oral cavity model with virtual dental
instruments. The dental instruments allow dentists to express what
and where an action is applied to the oral cavity, and demonstrate
the effect on the model in real-time (R3). Moreover, dentists can use
simple sliders to customize the animation effect of the instruments
to better suit their particular needs and preferences. By discussing
with the dentists, the current tool’s implementation consists of
six common dental instruments : (1) surgical scalpel, (2) fissure
bur, (3) handpiece, (4) syringe, (5) curette, and (6) artifacts. In this
section, we first show the overall workflow of using the tool, and
then describe the technical details of each virtual dental instrument,
followed by the tool implementation.

Overall Workflow. As shown in Figure 5(a), a dentist start by
importing a reconstructed 3D oral cavity model generated from the
aforementioned pipeline (Figure 5(1)), which can be viewed freely
with rotation and scaling. To apply a virtual dental instrument, the
dentist selects the instrument from a list (Figure 5(2)). Upon the
selection, the corresponding instrument model (Figure 5(4,6)) is
visualized, and can be controlled by using the mouse to move and
operate on the oral cavity model. For instruments 1-5, e.g., scalpel
as shown in Figure 5(b), their animation effect on dental structures
can be customized by changing a set of parameters (Figure 5(3));
while for dental artifacts, e.g., implant as shown in Figure 5(c),
their shapes and directions can also be adjusted to tailor for the
patient’s condition (Figure 5(5)). The selected instrument can be
directly applied to a dental structure for demonstrating effects with
clicking, pressing, and dragging (Figure 5(d)). The oral cavity model
can also be freely rotated by press-and-drag and scaled with wheel
to adjust an optimal view for the demonstration and manipulation.
The effect can be dynamically reflected on the structure in real-time,
with the operated structure highlighted for visualization (Figure
5(7)). A typical dental surgery consists of several sequential steps
using multiple dental instruments, which can be demonstrated
with each dental instrument incrementally by repeating the steps
of instrument selection (Figure 5(a)), adjusting (Figure 5(b,d)), and
animating (Figure 5(d)).

#1 Surgical Scalpel & #2 Fissure Bur. Both tools are used to
incise dental structures: surgical scalpel can be applied to gum tis-
sue for creating periodontal flap; while fissure bur can create holes
on jaw bones for the exposure of the root tip. To use the tools, a
dentist describes the incision location and its size by creating a
region from a sequence of mouse clicks, where the created bound-
ary is visualized with red lines (Figure 6(b,f)). Upon a closed-loop
boundary is formed, the incised region is highlighted (Figure 6(c,g)),
and the corresponding structure is then removed upon the dentist’s
confirmation. The design allows dentists to perform any type of

incision according to a patient’s condition, e.g., semilunar and trian-
gular types of periodontal flap. Figure 6(a→d) shows a periodontal
flapping using surgical scalpel, and Figure 6(e→h) shows a jaw
bone opening based on a flapped gum.

#3 Handpiece. Handpiece is widely used for shaping bone struc-
tures, e.g., tooth and jaw bones. A dentist can move the virtual
handpiece as mouse cursor to any desired location of grinding. The
grinding effect takes place once with a mouse click, or continuously
by pressing and dragging the mouse. The size and intensity of the
grinding effect can be customized using sliders. For example, Figure
6(i→j) shows the resection of an exposed root tip in an apicoec-
tomy; while Figure 6(k→l) demonstrates the reduction of jaw bone
height in a crown lengthening surgery.

#4 Syringe & #5 Curette. Both instruments can be used to fill
materials into bone openings. A dentist can move either instrument
as a cursor to the desired location on a tooth or jaw bone, and click
or press-and-drag for the filling effect. The size and intensity of the
filling effect can be customized using sliders. For example, Figure
7(a→b) shows the syringe is used to inject bone grafting materials
to fill the jaw bone opening, and Figure 7(c→d) demonstrates a
curette is applied on a fractured crown for restoration.

#6 Artifacts. Artifact crown and implant are included in the
demonstration tools. To apply them, a dentist starts with import-
ing a pre-defined artifact model, followed by specifying the dental
structure to be applied on. The artifact model and the dental struc-
ture are visualized in blue and red (Figure 7(e,g)) for assisting the
operations and demonstration. The 3D location of the artifact can
be adapted with dragging in 2D viewing planes , while both the
orientation and size of the artifact can be modified to match the
patient’s condition using sliders from X, Y, and Z axis. Once the
artifact has been customized with confirmation from dentists, the
artifact model and the operated dental structure are merged as
one object. Figure 7 (e→f, g→h) shows the cementation of an im-
plant on a resected root and a dental crown on a prepared tooth,
respectively, as indicated with red arrows.

Implementation. The demonstration tool of OralViewer was
implemented using OpenGL, JavaScript and three.js. The tool can
run readily inside a modern browser. The effect of gum/jaw bone
incision with surgical scalpel/fissure bur and artifact implanting
was implemented with the Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG)
operations1 between: (i) generated 3D convex geometry from
the input trajectories or pre-built artifact models, and (ii) corre-
sponding dental structures. The effect of shaping/filling with hand-
piece/syringe/curette was implemented with mesh sculpting opera-
tions2 including flattening, filling, and scraping.

6 EVALUATION
We conducted (i) a technical evaluation for reconstructing a 3D
model of a patient’s oral cavity, (ii) a patient study with 12 partici-
pants, and (iii) a preliminary expert study with three board-certified
dentists.

1https://github.com/oathihs/ThreeCSG
2https://stephaneginier.com/sculptgl/
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Figure 6: Example use cases of virtual surgical scalpel (top left), fissure bur (bottom left), handpiece for tooth tip resection (top
right) and jaw bone lowering (bottom right).
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Figure 7: Example use cases of syringe for injecting grafting materials (top left), curette for restoring fractured crown (bottom
left), applying an artifact implant (top right), and cementing an artifact crown (bottom right).

6.1 Technical Evaluation
Dataset. We built an in-house testing dataset collected from

10 patients from a local orthodontics hospital. Each patient was
screened for both panoramic X-ray and Cone Beam CT. Moreover,
since our reconstruction pipeline estimates patient-specific dental
arch curves, two photos of occlusion macro photos (for upper and
low jaws respectively) of each patient were captured by dentists in
the clinic. To quantitatively evaluate the reconstruction accuracy,
patients’ tooth structures were manually labeled from CT scans by
two research team members and reviewed by one dentist.

Results & Analysis. We applied our reconstruction pipeline
with the panoramic X-ray and occlusion photos as input to gener-
ate the complete 3D oral cavity model. We first evaluate the teeth
reconstruction accuracy for reflecting patient-specific condition
by quantitatively comparing the generated model with labeled 3D

structure from CT. We used the Intersection over Union (IoU) be-
tween the predicted volume P and the ground-truth volume G of
each tooth as the performancemetric, where IoU = |P∩G |/(|P∪G |),
and |.| denotes the cardinality of a voxel set. To overcome the
misalignment of teeth between X-ray and CT caused by patients’
gestures, the upper and lower teeth labeling from CT (3D) was
rigidly aligned (using ANTs [6]) to the corresponding part of the
reconstructed 3D teeth (3D) from the model before the IoU calcula-
tion. Figure 8(a) reveals the IoUs for all the 32 categories of tooth,
where our model achieves a mean IoU of 0.771, with patient-wise
std = 0.031 and tooth category-wise std = 0.062. The result indi-
cates the effectiveness of our method for reconstructing 3D teeth
model from 2D x-ray image. Yet, we also find that the method has
a consistent lower accuracy for wisdom teeth (numbering 18, 28,
38, and 48) than the others, which can be caused by: (i) the shape
of wisdom teeth is more variant across different persons, and (ii)
relatively fewer samples are available for ConvNet training (16 out
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of 23 cases in the training dataset containing one or more wisdom
teeth).

We then qualitatively evaluate the 3D reconstruction of the com-
plete oral cavity model. Figure 9 visualizes an example case from the
testing dataset: the input panoramic X-ray (a), the semi-automatic
dental arch extraction results for both upper and lower jaws (b), the
reconstructed 3D teeth model from the 2D X-ray and the estimated
dental arch curves (c), the ground-truth teeth structures extracted
from the CT image (d), and the complete oral cavity model with the
pre-defined jaw bone and gum models registered and assembled
with the reconstructed teeth (e). Note that the shown case has 24
teeth, rather than 28 teeth as a normal adult. This is possibly be-
cause 4 teeth have been extracted during a previous orthodontic
operation. The reconstructed results clearly reflect this individual’s
condition, and show the effectiveness of our reconstruction pipeline
for generating 3D oral cavity models.

6.2 Patient Study
OralViewer enables a dentist to help laymen patients understand
procedures of dental surgeries by 3D demonstration. To validate
the feasibility of our approach, we investigate the research question
concerning the effect of OralViewer :

• RQ1: can OralViewer improve patients’ understanding of a
surgery?

6.2.1 Participants. We recruited 12 patients from the clinic of an
orthodontics hospital (4 females and 8 males, aged between 21 to
64 years). Each participant was demonstrated with one surgery
of crown lengthening or apicoectomy. None of the participants
had received the dental surgery before. Note that due to limited
patient resources, we were only able to recruit participants who
came in for regular dental check-up but did not actually undergo
such dental surgeries. The detailed demographic information of our
participants can be found in Appendix.

6.2.2 Procedure. The patient study consists of the following key
activities:

Tutoring dentists how to use the system. To clinically validate
OralViewer, we collaborated with three board-certified dentists
(E1: male, 25 years of practice; E2: male, 17 years of practice, E3:
female, 11 years of practice) for carrying out the surgery demon-
strations. We first introduced OralViewer, let each dentist follow
a step-by-step onboarding tutorial, and answered their questions
about utilizing the program. Then dentists were free to continue
trying out OralViewer’s virtual dental instruments until they felt
they were able to use the system independently.

In-clinic study. In order to compare OralViewer with current pa-
tient education method, we randomly split the participants into
an experiment group of 7, which was demonstrated OralViewer,
and a control group of 5, which was demonstrated an X-ray and
verbal descriptions as per the dentists’ regular practice. Partici-
pants were randomly assigned one of the two dental surgeries, e.g.,
apicoectomy or crown lengthening, to receive a demonstration: 4
participants in the experiment group and 3 in the control group
were demonstrated apicoectomy; while 3 in the experiment group
and 2 in the control group were demonstrated for crown lengthen-
ing. Each study happened in one of the three dentists’ clinics and

OralViewer was accessed as a web app using dentists’ own comput-
ers (Figure 8(b)) . Details on the surgery and dentist assignment
can be found in Appendix.

Exit interview. After the explanation, we interviewed each par-
ticipant to verbally describe the surgery procedures by focusing
on: (i) what steps are included, and (ii) how (by using what instru-
ment) a procedure is applied. Their answers were recorded and
later compiled for evaluating their understanding of surgeries.

6.2.3 Analysis & Results. We scored the participants’ understand-
ing on a surgery based on whether the key steps of the surgery were
described in their answers. Specifically, there are five key steps for
apicoectomy: (S1) periodontal flap, (S2) jaw bone opening, (S3) root
tip removal, (S4) root tip sealing, and (S5) graftingmaterial injection;
while five key procedures were considered for crown lengthening:
(S1) periodontal flap, (S2) jaw bone shaping, (S3) tooth preparing,
and (S4) artifact implanting. An answer regarding a step is scored
as: 0 if the step was not described, 1 if the step was described but
the applied dental instrument was not, and 2 if both the step and
its dental instrument were mentioned or described. Note that the
exact names of step/instrument were not required to be mentioned
in an answer for a score — a step/instrument was counted if it was
described or indicated from a patient’s answer. Figure 10 shows the
average score of each step within the experiment and control group
for the apicoectomy (Figure 10(a)) and crown lengthening (Figure
10(c)). We can see that OralViewer significantly improves patients’
understanding in three out of the five steps for apicoectomy and
two out of the four steps in crown lengthening, while the improve-
ment in the other steps is not statistically significant. Moreover, the
overall average score among all steps between the experiment and
control group was 1.36 vs. 0.85, indicating OralViewer can improve
patients’ understanding significantly (p < 0.05).

6.3 Preliminary Expert Study
To clinically validate OralViewer, we interviewed 3 dentists from
the patient study after they finished all the assigned patient demon-
strations. Each dentist had done at least one demonstration using
OralViewer (E1: 3 times; E2: 2 times; E3 2 times. Details in Appendix).
We investigate the following questions:

• RQ2: Usability — do dentists have difficulty using virtual dental
instruments in OralViewer?

• RQ3: Validity — is OralViewer’s demonstration effect clinically
valid for patient education?

• RQ4: Preference — do dentists prefer a system like OralViewer
as a tool for performing patient education for surgeries?

We asked each dentist to rate their agreement (from 1-strongly
disagree to 7-strongly agree) with statements about instruments’
usability and demonstration effect, and the demonstration effect of
3D oral cavity models (RQ2 & 3), as well as their preference (RQ4).

6.3.1 Usability. We measured the usability for the four types of
virtual instruments involved in the demonstration of apicoectomy
and crown lengthening: (S1) surgical scalpel and fissure bur for
gum/jaw incision, (S2) handpiece for jaw/tooth shaping, (S3) sy-
ringe and curette for tooth filling/material injection, and (S4) dental
artifacts for implanting. Figure 11(a) shows the questions and ex-
perts’ scores. While all the experts successfully carried out all the
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Figure 8: (a): 3D teeth reconstruction accuracy. (b) A participant was demonstrated a dental surgery using OralViewer by a
dentist.
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Figure 9: Reconstruction example from testing dataset.
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Figure 10: Participants’ understanding scores for (a) apicoectomy and (b) crown lengthening. Sx represents key steps.

demonstrations with patients usingOralViewer, a major issue raised
by experts was that the virtual instrument control with mouse was
unfamiliar to dentists: it is different from the way dentists using real
dental instruments in a surgery, which can lead to a steep learning
curve (E2,E3). E3 suggested that an implementation of OralViewer
on touch screen, e.g., iPad, with the control of virtual instruments
using stylus should be more intuitive to dentists.

6.3.2 Validity. The experts rated the demonstration effect of
OralViewer for the 3D oral cavity model (S1) and the four types of
virtual instruments (S2-S5). Figure 11(b) shows the questions and
experts’ ratings, where OralViewer achieves a mean score of 5.67
out of 7. All experts agreed that our reconstructed oral cavity model
and virtual instruments are clinically valid for patient education.
Regarding the oral cavity model, experts confirmed that it con-
tributes to the surgical demonstration because (i) patients are able
to see structures that they cannot observe from a mirror, e.g., molar
teeth, using rotation in 3D (E1, E2, E3); and (ii) the patient-specific

teeth can not only let patients understand their conditions better
(E2, E3) but also raise their interests in learning more about operat-
ing on such conditions (E3). Besides, E3 suggested that oral cavity
model can be improved by modeling root canals within tooth (detail
in the Discussion section). Regarding virtual instruments, experts
agreed that they are valid for the patient education purpose (E1, E2,
E3), and preferred the visualization of the instruments, which can
help patients comprehensively understand what to expect during a
surgery (E3). Moreover, experts also suggested that the appearance
of virtual instruments can be dynamic altered upon users customiz-
ing their effect to further improve the visualization (detailed in the
Discussion section).

6.3.3 Preference. We asked experts about their preference of
OralViewer from two perspectives: (S1)OralViewer enables effective
patient education and (S2) I would integrate OralViewer into my
existing practice. As shown in Figure 11(c), the experts agreed that
OralViewer enables effective patient education with a mean score
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1: Strongly disagree —7: Strongly agree

E1 E2 E3 Mean

(S1) The demo. effect of 3D oral cavity model is valid. 

6 7 6 6.33

(S2) The demo. effect of virtual scalpel/fissure bur is valid.

5 5 4 4.67

(S3) The demo. effect of virtual handpiece is valid. 

5 6 5 5.33

(S4) The demo. effect of virtual syringe/curette is valid. 

5 6 7 6.00

(S5) The demo. effect of virtual artifacts is valid 

5 6 7 6.00

1: Strongly disagree —7: Strongly agree

E1 E2 E3 Mean

(S1) I had no trouble using virtual scalpel/fissure bur.  

4 5 3 4.00

(S2) I had no trouble using virtual handpiece.  

4 4 5 4.33

(S3) I had no trouble using syringe/curette. 

3 4 5 4.00

(S4) I had no trouble using virtual artifacts. 

3 5 5 4.33

 (S1) OralViewer enables effective patient education.

5 7 6 6.00

(S2) I would integrate OralViewer into my work pipeline. 

5 6 4 5.00

a b

c

Figure 11: Experts’ scores for OralViewer about (a) usability, (b) demonstration effect validity, and (c) preference.

of 6.00 out of 7. The experts also rated agreement of 5.00 out of 7 for
integrating OralViewer into their existing practices. As mentioned
by E2, the tool can be very necessary with the patients’ recently
growing need for improved dentist visit experience and their will-
ingness to involve in treatment planning. He also pointed out that
animating procedures on patient-specific model can possibly con-
tribute to higher patient satisfaction because of the personalized
communications.

7 LIMITATIONS, DISCUSSIONS, AND FUTURE
WORK

7.1 Improving Oral Cavity Modeling
We enable 3D oral cavity modeling by assembling patient-specific
teeth structures estimated from X-ray and registered gum and jaw
bone templates. However, two improvements can be made accord-
ing to expert interviews. First, the current gum templates as the
smooth volumes embodying a set of CT-extracted jaw bones are
reported to be coarse in form (E3). Although sufficient for patient
education, E3 suggested that improved gum templates should be
pre-built from existing intra-oral scans that are capable of capturing
soft tissue. Second, the current reconstructed teeth do not model
root canals, which can be useful in certain surgeries, e.g., root canal
treatment (E3). Future work can enable the root canal modeling
by either augmenting the current solid teeth model with artifact
canals or including the root canal modeling in the ConvNet training
process.

7.2 Extending Virtual Instrument Set for All
Dental Surgeries

The current implementation of OralViewer includes 6 common den-
tal instruments. However, more virtual instruments are required
towards a comprehensive system for all dental surgeries, e.g., en-
dodontic files for root canal treatment. Since most virtual instru-
ment effect can be simulated with CSG (Constructive Solid Geome-
try) operations, e.g., Boolean operation between two models, and

mesh sculpting, e.g., smoothing, creasing, and flattening, we suggest
that OralViewer should be extended to allow dentists to register
new virtual dental instruments. Specifically, various CSG and mesh
sculpting functions can be implemented and a dentist can add a
new instrument by importing a instrument model for visualization
and its parameters for configuring the operating effects.

7.3 Improving Dental Instrument Visualization
OralViewer visualizes dental instrument for enhancing patients’
understanding. However, expert E3 suggested that the visualization
should be improved from two aspects. First, when the animation ef-
fect of the instrument is changed, the appearance of the instrument
can be dynamically altered to reflect the effect change. For example,
the head of a handpiece can become larger when the effecting size
of grinding is set to be larger. Second, different models of each type
of instrument can be pre-defined for dentists’ selection to reflect
the real surgery situation.
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